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WESTERN BOUNDARY CURRENTS
IN FRONT OF FRENCH GUIANA
C. COLIN 1 et B. BOURLES'

RBsum6

Les r&ultats principauxdes campagnes effectuees lors du programme NOE (1989-1991)
sont
pr6s&.
Ce programmeConcerne l'btude de la variabilit6 destransportsde masse et de chaleur
au large de la Guyane Française. Les r6sultats indiquent une forte variabilid des courants de
surface, (caracdri& par la r6troflexion). et de subsuface. Ils confirment la pr6sence d'un fort
courant Sud-Est profond situ68 la rupture du plateau continentalentre les immersions looOm h
3ooOm. Les Btudes de la variabilid des courants de surface et de subsurface pourront aider h
expliquer lesdt5placements de bancs de vase le long des côtes de Guyane.

Abstract
Main results from NOE programme sea operations (1989-1991) are presented. This
programme concernsthe study of the seasonal variabilityof mass and heat transportsin front of
French Guiana Results show astrong variability of the surface, characterized by the retroflection,
and of the subsurface currents. They c o n f i i the existence of a Southeastward DeepWestern
Boundary Current, located at the shelfbreak, from lOOOm to 3000 m depth. The surface and
subsuface variability studies may
be helpful to explain the displacements
of mudbanks dong the
Guiana Frenchcoast.
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Centre ORSTOM. BP 165,97323 Cayenne, Guyane française

The main objectives of the NOE ro r m m e (" ord Ouest Equatorid"
Piment) wnducted by the
enter of Cayenne in the equatorid
vaiability study of m a s and k a t
E@ domg the portion of the western b m d a y Iocated in front of French
. 'This country presents a partieular geographieal position for the
tween both hemispheres.
e scientifac objectives
rsfiles and current
t measurements from subsurface
ved fiom 1989 to 1991 in fmnt of

ty of Miami) and the
Nere are pnsented the
SBE19) and Pegasus

The wind conditions in front of French Guianna are strongly connectedto the
gmgraphical position ofthe InterTropical Convergence
by the two Antiicyclonic Systems ( A p r e s and Ste Helena respectively North
d South of the equator). They are: Northeast Trade Winds regime in boreal
is located at that time South of the equator in the West) and
sutheast Trade Winds regime in summer following the Northward
displacement of the ITCZ, starting in May-June in the western part of the
equatorid Atlantic (Figure 1). These general offshore wind conditions are in
g o ~ dagreement with the monthly mean compass cards defined over a fifteen
year period (1976-1990) at the European Rocket Base Weather Center (Centre
Spatial Guyanais) located at Kourou (60 km North of Cayenne). Compared to
the mean, the May and June 1989 observed offshore wind speeds are Mgher
(speeds up to20-25 knots were cumntly observed on board the "AndreNizery"
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during the cruises) while the directions are still Northeasterly instead of
Southeasterly. In summer (July and September) 1989 and in 1990, the winds
observed offshore were not statistically differentto both the mean onshore and
the generals monthly mean wind distributions over the equatorial Atlantic
(Servain 1990).
III CURRENTS

III.1 Surface currents
The surface currents are tightly related to the surface wind distribution.The
Pegasus (free falling current profiler located by two acoustic transponders
deployed on the sea floor) data exhibit two opposite situations in front of
Cayenne:

- In winter (February 1990), the Guiana Current (GC) is: i) strong with
speeds up to 120 cm/s; ii) confined to the first 200 meters; iii) narrow (width
less than 150 nautical miles off the Coast); iv) situated both on and off the
shelfbreak; v) drawing up surface waters located seaward (Figure 2). The
horizontal distribution of the surface current deduced from thePegasus array
highlights obviously the continuousflow, as suggested earlier by the shipdrifi
(Richardson and McKee, 1984), drifters(Richardon ana' Reverdin, 1987) and
NASA CZCS images (Muller-Karger et al., 1988) of equatorial warm fresh
waters between the equator and the Gulf Stream through the Caribbean Sea.
Thisexplains at that time the maximum displacement (# 800m/year)of
mudbanks (109 tons/year in mean of sediments rejected by the Amazon River)
to theNorthwest, a l l dong the Coast (Prost, 1990);
- In summer on the contrary, GC has completely disappeared North of
Cayenne (the ITCZ is now located around 10"N) and the current at the
shelfbreak is to the South-East (surfaceto O
l Om depth) suggestingthe presence
of a cyclonic gyre closed to theCoast (Figure 3). Offshore, GC veers to the
South-East ("retroflection effect") between 4"N and 6"N and now feeds the
NECC (North Equatorial Counter Current)
as suggested before bythe drifters.
This could explain the presence of Amazon fresh waters far from the Coast in
agreement with the NASA CZCS images; this veering induced, South of
Cayenne, a stronganticyclonic gyre associated with a deepeningofthe
thermocline. This retroflection effect can be due to several mechanisms: i)
increase of the volume transport
of the SouthEquatorial Current(Anderson and
Moore, 1979) inassociation both with the coastline angle and bathymetry (St

Gui&, 1957; ou

BDeRuijter, 1986); ii) increase of the vertical component of
the evidcurl in the centrd pant of the equatorial AtlanticOcean (Philander and
~
~1986); iii) ~pstential voaicity
~
front ~(Csan~dy,1985)
~ ....A w
mecplisms pmbably stand togeandonly
Oeean Global Ciredatio
simula~ons(GFDL NCAR,
...) forced by mean monthly observed
whde (Senain, 1990 and 19
Inverse Methods would dlow (afier a
n by the data cslllected) a better understanding of the dynamics of this
rth of Cayenne, the displacement of the mudbmks linked to the
Il dischrges is we
r (# 100rn/yew) at that season (Prost, 1990).

~

This smng seasonal vuiability of the surface flow h a been observ
in 1989 and 1990. In Jmuaq 1991 the surface current distribution was
to the oneobsemed for
e period of tirne in 1990. In all cases, the
observe8 surface cumnts
drift)wereconsistent with the offshore wind
distribution.

In the 200-500m layer, the currents are still influenced by the seasonal
distribution of the wind:

- in winter, the cument at that level is very strong and trapped (width less
than 75n.m.) dong the shdfbreak (Figure 4); speeds up to 35 cm/s are
currently obsemed (Febmary 1990 and Smuary 1991); the maximum speed
m/s !) sems to occur Pate spring (.Yune 1989); offshore the cuwent is to the

rthwest showing atthat level the presence ofa well-defined eyclonic g y in~ ~

e oppsite sense to the surface one. The currentmet observations got at
275m deph on the subsurface mooring deployed at 6'12 and 56'8%'Wfrsm
Mar& 31 to Novemkr 18, 1990 (Figure S), confinan e Pegwsus current
promes, at that level
for the same period of time; the eurrent observed at
kvel is we& becau
f i) the location of the currentmeter close to the
ween the Nofiwestward surface flow and the Southeastward
submrface flow, undemeath; ii) the location of the mooring
close to the vertical
boundarybetweenthe
two subsurface Southeastward (shoreward)and
Northwestward (seaward)currents as inferred from thePegasus profiles;

- in summer (September 1989 and 1990), the situation is now completely
different (Figure 6).The subsurface Intermediate Southeastward current:i) has
disappeared; ii) is now replaced bya strong Northwestward current; this
corresponds to the vertical extension of the surface current that, then and as
mentioned above, is maximum in speed. Speeds up to 120cm/s are currently

i:
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observed offshore at that level (the absolute maximum 190cm/s has. been
recorded in September 1989 close to the shelfbreak).Further East, the Pegasus
profiles show now a Southeastward current
that corresponds to the seaward part
of a strong anticyclonic gyre in place of the cyclonic one, seen in winter. This
reflects, also there, the presence of a strong recirculation of the flow. A rough
computationof the coastal part of the gyre leads to a volumetransport of about
9OSv (1 Sverdrup = 106 m3/s). Smaller currentvelocities (120cm/s) have been
recorded in September 1990, compared to September 1989, indicating
at least at
that particular time, the influence of a possible interannual variability. The
moored current measurements clearly exhibit an increase of the Westward
component of the flow at that time in 1990at275mand
500m depths;
following the Northward displacement of theITCZ; this is not the case on the
8OOm depth record, level of the AntArctic Intermediate Water, which remains
constant during the entire duration of the series (Figure 5).
The spectra of the zonal (u) ahd meridional (v) components of the current
velocity (Colin et al., 1991) at 275,500 and 800m depths (example in Figure
7a) exhibit energy peaks at: i) the semi-diumal frequency with more energyin
"ut'than in " V ; ii) in the period band40-60 days which could be related
to the
retroflection effect of the surface current(Johns et al., 1990).

III.3 Deep currents
Below looOm depth, strong currents are still present and seem permanent:
Southeastward current, also called DWBC (Deep Western Boundary Current)
located at the shelfbreak (width less than 75n.m.) and Northwestward further
East (Figures 4 and 5). Speeds up to3Ocm/s have been deduced from
Pegasus
profiles between l o o O m and 3000m depths (level of the DWBC) in February
1990, September 1990, January 1991 with a mean volumetransport of around
20Sv. Both currents are associated with high salinity values (North Atlantic
Deep Water) showing, one more time, the presence of a strong cyclonic
recirculation of the flow at that level (as in the 200-500m layer). A maximum
instantaneous speed oflOOcm/s (!) has been recorded in the DWBC in
September 1989 at 2000m depth (Colin, 1989); in 1991 the velocity was
smaller; suggesting the signature of an interannual variability at that level.
These deep equatonvard (shelfbreak) and poleward (open sea)flows have been
reported further North (12ON) from geostrophic computations; they are both
associated with maxima of Freon II (Fine and Molinari, 1988). The mooring
cumnt measurements (Figure 5) confirm thePegasus profiles: i) mean speed
around 3.&m/s; ii) permanent Southeastward flow at 1400,2000 and 2700m
depths with a maximum speed at 200Om depth. The change in direction of the

BC in Octokr md Novembes 1990 does not mean a revese of this cunent
but mther the reflect of a variation in the width of the DWBC, the location of
the mooring, a mentionned abve, beeing quite close to its eastern boundq.
"u" and "v" components of the velocity at these different

~ n t i energy
d
peab except ath
ihe serni-diurnd frequency
b) with now more energy in the "Y" than in the " d '

The monthly variability of the Sea Surface Temperature (SST) is weak (<
st esmpms to the one observed in the eastern equatorid area ( ##
the s m e pepiod of the year (Colin, 1991). From the several
cmises carried out at different seasons we observed
miPlifna appear on the shelf in May-June 1989 when the
wimg; the presenm of eoastal cold waters is due to both advection (fmm
rth-East) and vertical friction, consequence of the upward displacement
of the themocline (in geostrophic equilibrium with the strong coastd surface
cumnt); ii) in June (1989) which represents a transition period linked to the
sage of the HTCZ a b v e French Guiana, theSST minimum moves offshore;
in July 1989, a fmntd zone opiented in a direction perpendicularto the coast
is obsewed, South of 5"N; this corresponds to the presence of the anticyclonic
g y ~Southeast
,
of Cayenne, asociated with the retroflection of GC (figure no%
show); iv) in Octsber (1990), North of the reetroflection area of GC, the SST
decreases first (in agreement with the presence of the cyelonic gyre) and then
direction of the wind which is paralld to the csast and so
n type coastal upwellingdl dong rhe coast.
IV.2 20°C imtherm
The topsgraphy of f i e 20°C isotherm (identified as the central part of the
thermocline) in front of Cayenne, depends strongly upon the dynamics of the
cumnt system at the surface: i) in winter, the 20°C isotherm tilts ts the coast
(aUdong the Coast) and the maximum depth is located around 100m off the
shelfbreak; ii) in summer, the minimum depth of the 20°C isotherm moves, as
SST, in a direction perpendicular to the coast separating the two anticyclonic
gyres located respeetively South of 5"N (Amazonian, the main one) and North
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of 8"N (Demerara); this is naturally linked to the retroflection of GC; the
Amazonian gyre induces an important deepening (from 100 to 200m depth) of
the 20°C isotherm, South of 5"N. This spatial variability of the depth of the
20°C isothermis ingood agreement withthe one reported previously byBruce
et al.(1985).
Compared to the seasonal coastal temperature variability observedin front
of Ivory Coast, similarities emerge with the temperature variation in front of
Cayenne: i) the tilt of the thermocline towards the Coast is, in bothcases, in
geostrophic equilibrium with the observedsurface current : Guinea Cumnt for
Ivory Coast and Guiana Current for French Guiana ; ii) the direction of the
wind is in summer (winter) parallel (perpendicular) to thecoast (Colin, 1991).
Differences however appear between both places: i) the speed of the wind
increases (decreases) in front of Abidjan (Cayenne)in summer ;the opposite is
observed in winter ;ii) the frontal zone (minimum depth
of the 20°C isotherm)
is insummer perpendicular (parallel)
to the Coast in frontof Cayenne (Abidjan);
this explains why the local wind, despiteits direction (parallel tothe Coast) and
speed (4 to 6m/s) in summer, is unable to counterbalance, Northwestward of
FrenchGuiana,the deepening of thethermoclinealongthecontinental
shelfbreakbeyond the retroflection area
of GC.

V SALINITY
V.l At the surface
The Sea Surface Salinity ( S S S ) is, in the West, a good indicator of the
coastal circulation, at the surface. In May, the Amazone fresh waters ( S
<30"P0 ) are observed on the shelf butclose to the Coast. This is the situation
which allows the Amazon River waters to reach directly, following the Coast,
the Caribbean Sea. In June, these fresh waters spread to the east due to the
retroflection effect of the coastalcurrent; salinity valuesof less than 15"P0are
now seen beyond the continental shelfbreak and fresh waters be
can
observed as
far as the longitude 30"W,due to the continuity of the flow betweenGC and

NE".
V.2 Salinity maxima
The salinity structure in often characterizedby two maxima separated by a
relative minimum. The closest maximum to (farest of) the Coast corresponds to
the South (North)Atlantic Central Water. The maximum values of SACW

The prelimlnary eunent results got during the OE cmises, either from
Begmw profiles or %ronra direct cumnt measureme drawn from a subsurface
it very interesting features either at the surface or in
first time that a joined (France, U
estem BoundaryCurrent
We have now to go furthe
achieve the main scientific goals: seasonal variability of mass and heat
trmsprts a d the dynmics linked to the retroflectisn effect of the eoaslaP
Cmises with the N.
*
now over. The last two
in 1999 (Jme md Sept
mises in srder: i) to precise the dynamicswith two more
~co'orerthe two subsurface moorings deployed
and 4200m)in November 1990. All these eument
ifferent.types will d o w a validation of an OGC
tion of the currents md their dynamics dong the North

t
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FIGURES LIST

Figure 1:
Horizontal distribution of surface winds over the Intertropical area of the
Atlantic Ocean in April and August 1989.The dashed line indicates the mean
position of the IntexTropical Convergence Zone (adapted from Servain).
Figure 2.:
Horizontal distribution of Pegasus surface current in January 1991 dong the
North WesternBoundary of the equatorial Atlantic.The dashed vectorsin front
of Cayenne indicate the Pegasus surface current observed in February 1990
(courtesy ofK.Leaman for data collectedout of the French Guiana area).
Figure 3 :
Horizontal distribution of Pegasus surface current
in September 1990 alongthe
North Western Boundary of the equatorial Atlantic.The dashed vectors in front
of Cayenne indicate the Pegasus surface current observed in September 1989
(courtesy ofK.Leaman for data collected
out of the French Guiana area).
Figure 4 :
Vertical Pegasus profilesof zonal (EN,full line) and meridional ( N / S , dashed
line) components (positive eastward and northward) of the current velocity at
stations 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 7 and 8 in front of French Guiana in January 1991 (see map
for the geographical locationof thestations).
Figure 5 :
Vector plots of cumnt measurements got in front of French Guiana (6'12'N51"Ol'W) from March 31 to November 18, 1990 at 275,500, 800, 1400,2000
and 27OOm depths (northward directionis upward).
Figure 6 :
Vertical Pegasus profilesof zonal (EN,full line) and meridional( N E , dashed
line) components (positive eastward and northward) ofthe current velocity at
stations 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 in front of French Guiana in September 1990 (see
map for thegeographical locationof the stations).
Figure 7 :
Spectra of the zonal(u) and meridional (v) components of the current velocity
records at 275 and 2000m depths.The confidence interval (95%) corresponds
to 16degrees of freedom.
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